Pro-Tatch Gas Powered Wire WInder
call 1-877-407-8645 with questions
5.5 Horse Power Honda pull start gas motor (shipped dry!).
Belt drive on clutch side. Easy access and service as needed.
Chain drive on reel side (lubricate chain as needed).
Chain is accessed by removing outside reel shield.
Shaft between clutch drive and reel drive rides on mounted bearings for years of use.
Clutch can be operated from either side of unit.
Standard split reel holds 1/2 mile of barbed wire and 1 mile of smooth wire.
Reel shaft rides on 2 moly impregnated poly bushings made right here, to last for years of use.
Reel is designed with tie-offs in three places to tie your roll tight before removing the flat end plate.
This keeps your roll together and prevents spreading when you are done. (as seen in
illustration).
Wire guide can be operated from both sides of the unit.
Our 4” or 8” solid reels will also work fine on this unit.
Unit is designed with tie-off loops on the frame to hold it in place during
operation.
This unit will come to you assembled on a pallet and will only need
to be serviced will lubricants before use. (NOTE: engine is shipped dry)
Unit weighs 165 pounds.
Unit is designed with a lift hook in the center on the drive tube to assist while loading
or
unloading.
All shields manufactured from steel to last for many years of use.
Frame is manufactured from welded steel as is the entire unit.
Comfort grip rubber handles are standard on clutch handles and wire guide.
Like our other units, this winder is designed to set in one place and pull the wire towards you.
ALWAYS have a weight on the end of the wire before you start rolling. This will keep the wire from
whipping around loosely as it comes to the end, near the winder. A short piece of chain or any small item
that can drag without catching will work fine. We used
old window weights out of old houses for many years
as they work great if you can find them.
Always use great caution when operating any type
of wire winder as accidents can happen in a split
second when not staying alert. Keep children away
from unit at all times. Hotwoods recommends all
operators be 18 years of age or older.
As with any Pro-Tatch product, replacement parts
are all available at Pro-Tatch Inc.
See product video and get more information at
http://www.hotwoods.com or call

1-877-407-8645

